Featured by extreme flexibility, hyper-redundant manipulators are gradually developed and applied to perform detection and maintenance tasks in confined on-orbit environments. However, its configuration planning is very challenging due to a large number of degrees of freedom. This paper proposes a simultaneous planning method considering both overall configuration and end pose for hyper-redundant manipulators. First, the end effector and intermediate universal joints of the hyper-redundant manipulator are selected as the follow-up controlled points. The corresponding active control points are freely set near the follow-up controlled points. Then, the Euclidean distance between the active control point and the follow-up controlled point is calculated. Combined with gradient projection method, the calculated Euclidean distance is taken as the objective function to be optimized. By adjusting the active control point and the scale factor of gradient projection method, the adjustment of follow-up controlled points (i.e. overall configuration and end pose) can be realized. What is more, this method can optimize its overall configuration to adjust the follow-up controlled points close to or far from the active control point to achieve other planning goals (i.e. obstacle avoidance, singularity avoidance and so on). Therefore, this method satisfies the requirements of simultaneous planning considering both overall configuration and end pose for hyper-redundant manipulators. Finally, the proposed simultaneous planning method is executed in physical experiment system. Results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of space technology, various spacecraft are playing an increasingly important role such as communication, navigation, and meteorology. However, due to the harsh environment, the malfunctioning spacecraft in space will lead to huge economic losses. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out effective detection and maintenance tasks for high-value spacecraft. Different from the traditional 6 or 7 DOF manipulator, the hyper-redundant manipulator has
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yangmin Li . more degrees of freedom. Similar to elephant nose or snake, the hyper-redundant manipulator has excellent environmental adaptability and high obstacle-avoidance capability. In addition, it has the ability to avoid singularities, and joint overruns. In order to adapt to confined environment, it is necessary to plan or optimize its actual configuration. In terms of obstacle avoidance as the optimization goal, scholars have carried out a lot of related research on trajectory planning of redundant manipulators [1] , [2] .
Due to the large number of degrees of freedom and the existence of obstacles in confined space, it is very complicated to consider the inverse kinematics and trajectory planning of hyper-redundant manipulator. Therefore, the obstacle avoidance trajectory planning and control have always been the focus and difficulty in the research of hyperredundant manipulator [3] - [5] . Inverse kinematics solutions for hyper-redundant manipulators can be divided into three categories [6] : (1) pseudo-inverse methods; (2) artificial intelligence methods (3) Geometrical methods. Therefore, the analysis process is usually simplified by kinematic decoupling methods [7] . When the closed solution of the special configuration does not exist, the inverse kinematics solution is usually solved by pseudo-inverse method [8] .
Hyper-redundant manipulators tend to have more degrees of freedom than required to achieve end pose, in which case pseudo-inverse methods will become very effective. In the inverse kinematics, this hyper-redundant configuration can achieve the tracking of end pose while completing various additional tasks such as obstacle avoidance [9] , [10] , joint limit avoidance [11] , singularity avoidance [12] , joint speed optimization [13] , drive torque optimization [14] , etc. The capability of meeting these additional tasks is the advantages of hyper-redundant manipulator relative to conventional nonredundant manipulator. Chung et al. [15] uses the polyhedron described by the apex to represent links of manipulator and obstacles. In the minimum distance algorithm, the distance between the obstacle polyhedron and the link polyhedron is obtained, and the obstacle avoidance planning method based on the distance realizes the obstacle avoidance function. Freund et al. [16] proposes an online obstacle avoidance planning method for multi-robot in multi-obstacle environment. The obstacle avoidance planning problem is transformed into a quadratic convex optimization problem. In order to achieve the obstacle avoidance, the method adopts an acceleration solution method that can directly control the joint motion, and can simultaneously consider the potential collision risk.
Because it is a model-based planning approach, this approach has limited versatility. Seraji and Bon [17] proposes a method for real-time obstacle avoidance planning. This method formulates the obstacle avoidance problem into a force-position hybrid control problem. The magnitude of the virtual force is used in the established spring damping model to indicate how close between the obstacle and the manipulator. Yoshida et al. [18] proposes an obstacle avoidance planning algorithm for manipulators in complex three-dimensional environments based on iterative two-stage programming method. Mayorga [19] proposes a method for online obstacle avoidance planning using geometric bracketing, which can easily and effectively deal with obstacle avoidance problems by calculating null space, enclosing geometry and distance vector. Tsoukalas and Tzes [20] introduces Van der Waals forces to traditional dynamic micromechanical manipulator models. The van der Waals force is used to derive the approximate position of the obstacle, and then the collision-free path is planned by judging the size of the van der Waals force, thereby achieving effective avoidance of the obstacle. Mu et al. proposes a segmented geometry method [21] and a modified modal method [22] for the trajectory planning problem of hyper-redundant manipulator. The motion planning problem of hyper-redundant manipulator is studied, however, it is also necessary to expand the adaptability of the algorithm in combination with the operating environment.
In summary, the problem of trajectory planning for manipulator working in obstacle environment has been extensively studied. However, for the operation in confined environment, it is still necessary to propose a simultaneous planning method considering both overall configuration and end pose to realize the goal of avoiding obstacles, avoiding joint overruns and so on for hyper-redundant manipulators.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the overview of simultaneous planning method and kinematic modeling. In section III, the proposed simultaneous planning method considering both overall configuration and end pose is detailed. Combined with the gradient projection method, the distance between the active control point and the follow-up controlled point will be used to optimize the configuration. Section IV introduces the analysis of overall configuration parameter and end pose parameter of simultaneous planning method. In section V, experiments of an 18-DOF manipulator are presented to verify the proposed method. The last section summarizes the whole paper and gives the conclusions.
II. OVERVIEW OF SIMULTANEOUS PLANNING METHOD A. FORWARD KINEMATICS MODELING
This paper mainly considers the kinematic relationship between the end pose and the intermediate joint coordinate systems of the hyper-redundant manipulator. For the convenience of representation, the D-H coordinate system is shown in FIGURE 1. The D-H parameters are established according to the structure of the hyper-redundant manipulator as shown in TABLE 1.
Once the coordinate system between the connecting links is established based on D-H method, the homogeneous transformation matrix between adjacent coordinate systems can be calculated according to (1) .
where cθ i = cos (θ i ), cα i = cos (α i ).
According to the relationship of the homogeneous transformation matrix, the relationship between the end pose and joint angles can be obtained as shown in (2) .
B. STRATEGY OF SIMULTANEOUS PLANNING METHOD CONSIDRING BOTH OVERALL CONFIGURATION AND END POSE Firstly, the actual end pose is consistent with the desired end pose. Then, several follow-up controlled points are set on the hyper-redundant manipulator, and corresponding active control points are set in the space around the hyper-redundant manipulator. According to the characteristics of the hyperredundant manipulator, the follow-up controlled points are set as the 'Node' (Marked with the symbol N i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4) on every 4 degrees of freedom; the active control points are marked with the symbol C i , (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) correspondingly. The Euclidean distance (d i = − − → N i C i , (i = 1, 2, 3, 4)) between the follow-up controlled point N i and the corresponding active control point C i is calculated to be optimized. Which is shown in FIGURE 2. When any of the Euclidean distance (i.e.d i ) is greater than the corresponding safety threshold (s ti , i = 1, 2, 3, 4), the Euclidean distance d i is adjusted to zero by the optimization algorithm based on the gradient projection method, thereby the hyper-redundant manipulator is adjusted to achieve the desired configuration. When any Euclidean distance is zero, it indicates that the configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator is the same as the desired configuration set by the active control points. When any Euclidean distance cannot be zero, the Euclidean distance will be minimized by optimizing all degrees of freedom of the hyper-redundant manipulator. That is to say, the consistency between the actual overall configuration and desired configuration set by the active control points is optimized. In this way, the simultaneous planning method considering both overall configuration and end pose is achieved.
III. SIMULTANEOUS PLANNING METHOD CONSIDRING BOTH OVERALL CONFIGURATION AND END POSE A. SELECTION OF FOLLOW-UP CONTROLLED POINTS
Every 4 degrees of freedom actually form a 4-DOFs manipulator for positioning its end position. Once the followup controlled point N i is given, θ 4i−4 to θ 4i can be solved using a certain method [21] . Obviously, there will be one redundant degree of freedom for the three dimensional position. In order to make full use of the redundancy, the node N i , (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) on universal joint among every four degrees of freedom is set as the follow-up controlled point. According to the forward kinematics, the homogeneous matrix of the follow-up controlled point in the {0} coordinate system can be expressed as (3):
where, 0 P N i and 0 R N i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) represent the position and orientation of the follow-up controlled point in the {0} coordinate system respectively.
B. SELECTION OF ACTIVE CONTROL POINTS
In general, the inverse kinematics of a hyper-redundant manipulator can be obtained by traditional pseudoreverse method. The minimum norm solution obtained by pseudo-reverse method can ensure that the end pose of the manipulator reaches the desired pose, but the intermediate configuration of the manipulator (the configuration of the minimum norm solution) does not necessarily meet the application requirements i.e. the intermediate configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator may collide with certain equipment in the confined environment. In order to realize the goal of freely adjusting the intermediate configuration of the manipulator according to the expectation, this paper proposes a simultaneous planning method based on the variable active control points. The changeable active control point C i is set corresponding to the follow-up controlled point N i . Therefore, it is very intuitive and flexible to control the overall configuration of the hyperredundant manipulator by selecting the active control point. However, there will be inevitable large jump between the adjacent coordinates of the active control points which are 'arbitrarily' chosen, and it is difficult to ensure the continuity and uniformity of the active control points in the spatial position. Therefore, in order to retain the intuitive and flexible operating features, the way that active control points are 'arbitrarily' chosen is still used. The difference is that the 'arbitrarily' grabbed points are projected to the Y i Z i plane of the coordinate system {i} by coordinate transformation in the control algorithm. The intersection point between the line PtO i and the control circle is the active control point. The control circle radius R c and the control circle angle α are as shown in FIGURE 3. The circular formed by the active control points on the coordinate system is shown in FIGURE 4.
The coordinates of the 'arbitrarily' chosen point G is set
The new coordinate after converting it to coordinate system {i} can be expressed as
Therefore, the coordinate of perpendicular foot (i.e. Pt) is expressed as i P Pt = 0, i P G y , i P G z . The control circle radius R c and the control circle angle α satisfy formula (4) .
The control circle radius R c can be set manually, without losing the generality, it can be set to satisfy (5):
Based on the coordinate information of active control point and follow-up controlled point set above, the Euclidean distance between the corresponding active control point and follow-up controlled point can be expressed as:
The weight of the Euclidean distance is set as
The weighted optimization goal can be expressed as (7):
where, λ i is weight coefficient, s ti is safety threshold, d i (θ) is Euclidean distance. It can be seen from the above optimization goal that when H (θ) = 0, the follow-up controlled point and the corresponding active control point completely coincide, and the hyper-redundant manipulator is in the desired configuration. In this way, the simultaneous planning problem is transformed into the problem that under the condition that the end pose is unchanged, while the overall configuration is optimized based on the variable active control point by adjusting the self-motion of hyper-redundant manipulator in its null space.
The inverse kinematics of hyper-redundant manipulator has an infinite number of solutions, so it is necessary to introduce some optimization criteria to obtain the most effective set of solutions. The comprehensive optimization of multiperformance indicators of hyper-redundant manipulator also overcomes the shortcomings of single performance indicators, and can fully exert its excellent performance. Gradient projection method is one of the effective methods for inverse solution of hyper-redundant manipulators. The application of gradient projection method for hyper-redundant manipulator is to answer a question: the hyper-redundant manipulator has the largest self-motion rate along which direction.
The gradient projection method can be used to optimize the joint configuration of hyper-redundant manipulator, and optimize the angular velocity of each joint at the same time. The performance index H (θ) is a function of joint angles in (8) .θ
whereθ is joint angular velocity of hyper-redundant manipulator,ẋ e is velocity of end effector, J is Jacobin matrix of hyper-redundant manipulator, J + is pseudo-inverse of Jacobin matrix J, k is scale factor, I is unit matrix, H (θ) is performance indicator function ∇H (θ) is the gradient vector of the performance indicator function H (θ) at θ, which can be expressed as (9) . J + is the Moore-Penrose inverse (or pseudo-inverse) of J, it can be calculated according to (10):
The first term on the right side of equation (8), i.e. J +ẋ e , is the minimum norm solution of the equation. The second term is the homogeneous solution of the equation, which is orthogonal to the minimum norm solution and belongs to the null space (i.e. N (J)) of matrix J, i.e. I − J + J φ ∈ N (J). The homogeneous solution corresponds to the self-motion of hyper-redundant manipulator, that is, the motion of joint does not affect the end pose of the manipulator. So this self-motion can be used to optimize the performance indicator function without changing the desired end pose.
In equation (8), the value of the scale factor k can be positive or negative. 1) When k is negative, it is consistent with the expectation that the follow-up controlled point should be as close as possible to the corresponding active control point. When k takes a negative value, the planning configuration tends to be the desired configuration of the active control points, that is, the Euclidean distance is closer to zero, and the performance index function is also smaller, making the current configuration approach to the desired configuration.
2) When k is positive, the hyper-redundant manipulator will be away from active control points, but it can also be used to adjust the configuration of hyper-redundant manipulator to achieve the desired purpose of avoiding obstacles.
The selection of the scale factor k is very critical because it can be regarded as a ratio of the main motion to the selfmotion of hyper-redundant manipulator. When the ratio is too large, the main motion of the hyper-redundant manipulator is dominant, and the self-motion is almost ineffective. On the contrary, when the ratio is too small, the self-motion of the hyper-redundant manipulator is dominant, and joint angles of the hyper-redundant manipulator are generated in the null space. Large angle jump sometimes will fail to guarantee the rationality of the main movement. In this paper, the parameter G is used to measure whether the ratio of the main motion and the self-motion of the hyper-redundant robot is reasonable. That is, the role of G is to judge whether the coefficient k is in a reasonable interval. It can ensure that the homogeneous solution and the particular solution of the hyper-redundant manipulator are in the same order of magnitude, and the parameter G is expressed as follows:
where, · denotes the 2-norm of the matrix, If the value of k is too large or too small, it will cause a huge difference between the particular solution and the homogeneous solution. The way to solve this problem is to correct the value of k in real time. The value of k can be defined as follows:
where c is an arbitrarily chosen damping coefficient used to proportionally change the magnitude of k. Therefore, the value of k is the ratio between the 2-norm of main motion and the 2-norm of self-motion in its null space. The value of c in the simulation can generally be taken as c ∈ (−0.3, 1.9), equation (12) is substituted into (11), so the value range of G is (0.35, 1.42). In this theoretical value range, the simulation is stable, but in some configuration optimization cases, the smaller value does not play the role of actual configuration optimization, and it is often necessary to increase k to achieve the desired effect.
2) JACOBIAN MATRIX OF HYPER-REDUNDANT MANIPULATOR
Numerical methods based on differential kinematics equations will be used in this paper. The most common method of numerical method is the Newton-Raphson-based method and its variants (including methods based on Jacobian matrix inversion, methods based on Jacobian matrix transposition, etc.). These methods have no special requirements on the configuration of manipulators and are highly versatile. Velocitylevel kinematics establishes a mapping relationship between the joint velocity and the end velocity of the manipulator. If the joint i is a rotating joint, the line velocity and angular velocity of the end generated by the angular velocityθ i can be written in (13):
where, ξ i is unit vector for the axis of rotation joint i. ρ i→n is the position vector pointed from the joint i to the end point of the manipulator. Therefore, the i-th column of the Jacobian matrix is shown in (14):
End-synthesis movement produced by all joints is in (15):
J i is actually the transmission ratio of the velocity of the joint i to the velocity of the end.
According to the definition of the DH coordinate system, the z i−1 -axis of the coordinate system {i − 1} points to the axial direction of the joint i (i = 1, · · · , n), so the representation under {0} is as follows:
where, 0 z 0 = 0 0 1 T ; 0 T i−1 (1 : 3, 3 ) and 0 T i−1 (1 : 3, 4) denote the first to third elements of the third and fourth columns of the homogeneous transformation matrix 0 T i−1 , respectively(i.e. 0 z i−1 and 0 p i−1 ). 0 T n (1 : 3, 4) is the first to third elements of the fourth column of the homogeneous transformation matrix 0 T n , and it is also the end position vector 0 p n . Substituting equations (16) and (17) into equation (14), the Jacobian matrix 0 J (q) can be obtained.
E. INVERSE KINEMATICS SOLUTION FOR OPTIMIZATION OF OVERALL CONFIGURATION
According to the task requirements, the known conditions entered are as follows: a) The desired pose in the task space; b) Current joint angle; c) DH coordinate system parameters; d) Desired position of 4 active control points (For the convenience of tele-operators, the active control points are chosen arbitrarily). Further, the difference (i.e. dx) between the current pose and the desired pose is calculated. Then, based on the Jacobian matrix between joint space and task space, the relationship between dx and joint variable dθ is obtained by gradient projection method. (θ + dθ) is used as a new input for joint iterative solution to realize the motion of hyper-redundant manipulator. As is shown in FIGURE 5 , any time the joints are solved by inverse kinematics solution, the values of joints will be used to judge that if the values of joints can simultaneously meet End flag, Singularity flag and Obstacle flag. Therefore, the desired values of joints can achieve other planning goals (i.e. obstacle avoidance, singularity avoidance and so on).
IV. PARAMETER ANALYSIS OF SIMULTANEOUS PLANNING METHOD CONSIDRING BOTH OVERALL CONFIGURATION AND END POSE
Through the above analysis, it can be concluded that the 'overall configuration' and 'end pose' can be defined as parameters in TABLE 2. These parameters can be actively adjusted in the process of trajectory planning, and then the effective control of hyper-redundant robot configuration can be realized. Based on the parameters listed in TABLE 2, the influence of the parameters on the 'overall configuration' and 'end pose' of the hyper-redundant manipulator can be summarized as follows: a) When the scale factor k = 0, the overall configuration is obtained based on the minimum norm, therefore it only relates to the end pose parameter; b) When the scale factor k = 0, the overall configuration is affected by both active control points and end pose at the same time due to the existence of self-motion; c) When the active control point C i and the follow-up controlled point N i are equal in coordinate value, the active control point has no effect on the overall configuration; d) When the active control point C i and the follow-up controlled point N i are not equal in coordinate value, the total degrees of freedom are compatibly adjusted to make the follow-up controlled point close to or far from the active control point; e) When the end pose parameters are all constrained, the actual joint angles of hyper-redundant manipulator depends on the overall configuration parameter; f) When the end pose parameter is partially constrained, the end pose parameter without constraint can be changed to realize the adjustment of the overall configuration.
A. FUNCTION OF OVERALL CONFIGURATION PARAMETER
In order to facilitate the analysis, this paper will study the effects of overall configuration parameter on case of fixed end pose and case of trajectory tracking. The position and orientation of the hyper-redundant manipulator are set as shown in (18) and (19) respectively.
The initial iteration configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator is set as θ = 0. When discussing the effect of scale factor k in Section IV.-A-2), active control point C 1 is used and its value is set as (20): (20) when discussing the influence of the active control point on case of fixed end pose in Section IV.-A-3), the damping coefficient c that affects the scale factor k is set as c = 0.5.
In case of trajectory tracking, the end position is along expected path to move, so the optimal path has always been determined by the constraints of the task.
1) SCALE FACTOR k = 0
When the scale factor k = 0 (i.e., damping coefficient c = 0), the inverse kinematic solution of the hyper-redundant manipulator is solved by Jacobian generalized inverse, as shown in equation (8) . At this time, the inverse solution of the hyperredundant manipulator is the minimum norm solution for the desired end pose. 
In order to facilitate the influence of the 'overall configuration parameter' and 'end pose parameter' on the hyperredundant manipulator, the three points 0 p 0 , 0 p 9 and 0 p 18 are sequentially connected and regarded as the arm-plane of the overall configuration, as shown in FIGURE 6. The overall configuration of hyper-redundant manipulator can be macroscopically reflected by the arm-plane.
2) SCALE FACTOR k = 0
When the damping coefficient satisfied c = 0, its arm-plane is regarded as the reference arm-plane. The angle between the vector −−−→ p mid p 9 (before the damping coefficient change) and the vector −−−→ p midp9 (after the damping coefficient change) is taken as the arm-angle ψ indicating the angle between the two armplanes, as shown in FIGURE 7 .
Therefore, when the scale factor k = 0 (i.e., damping coefficient c = 0), the damping coefficient c that affects the scale factor k is used as an independent variable, and cosine value of the arm-angle (i.e., cos (ψ)) is used as a dependent variable. Therefore, the reasonable range of the damping coefficient c is set to (−0.17, 0.4) as shown in FIGURE 8. In the range (−0.17, 0.4), the reasonable overall configuration can be adjusted by adjusting the damping coefficient c, as is shown in FIGURE 9 . When the damping coefficient satisfies c = 0, the overall configuration of hyper-redundant manipulator is the reference arm-plane. The angles of all joints corresponding to the damping coefficient are shown in FIGURE 10.
3) ACTIVE CONTROL POINT
The end position and orientation of the hyper-redundant manipulator is shown in (18) and (19) . When the end pose of the hyper-redundant manipulator is fixed, the overall configuration of the manipulator can also be adjusted by the performance index H (θ) in (8) . According to the characteristics of the hyper-redundant manipulator, four active control points are set based on the designed 18DOF manipulator. By changing the position of active control points, the control of overall configuration is realized. For the 18DOF manipulator studied in this paper, the relationship between the active control point and the coordinate system is set as follows: 1) Active control point C 1 is located in coordinate system {4}; 2) Active control point C 2 is located in coordinate system {8}; 3) Active control C 3 is located in coordinate system{12}; 4) Active control point C 4 is located in coordinate system {16}. The distribution of all active control points that can adjust the 'overall configuration' is shown in FIGURE 11 .
Without loss of generality, the active control point C 3 is taken as an example to carry out relevant analysis. It is expected that the overall configuration is mainly adjusted by the self-motion of the former jointθ 1 , θ 2 · · · θ 12 . Therefore, the performance index of the equation (8) needs to be modified to become a function of the former joint θ 1 , θ 2 · · · θ 12 as shown in (22):
The damping coefficient is set to c = −0.17. The angle range of the control circle is α ∈ [−π/2, π]. Radius of control circle is set to R c = 500mm, The relationship between angle θ i of each joint and the angle α of control circle is as shown in This proves that the configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator can be adjusted by changing the angle of control circle. Then the radius of control circle is set to R c = 500mm and R c = 1000mm, respectively, and the result is shown in FIGURE 14 . It can be seen from FIGURE 14 that under the same angle α the configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator will also change due to the different radius of the control circle. That is, the radius of the control circle can also adjust the configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator.
B. FUNCTION OF END POSE PARAMETER
Since the desired end pose is determined by the task path, different end poses corresponding to the task will inevitably cause changes in the configuration of hyper-redundant manipulator. Without loss of generality, the initial end pose of the hyper-redundant manipulator is set as shown in (23) 16 . Therefore, the configuration of hyper-redundant manipulator can be adjusted by designing task path. In this paper, the experiment is carried out on the hyperredundant manipulator prototype. The prototype is made up of 9 universal joints in series with 18 degrees of freedom, which is shown in FIGURE 17 [21] , [22] . The parameters of the prototype are shown in TABLE 3. The laser tracking measurement system is used to measure It can be seen from the experiment that errors between the desired and feedback joint angle is within [−0.3, 0.3], which achieves the ideal control effect. It is proved that the change of the scale factor can effectively adjust the overall configuration of the hyper-redundant 20 . Errors between the desired and feedback joint angle are drawn in FIGURE 21.
It can be seen from the experiment that errors between the desired and feedback joint angle is within [−0.5, 0.5], which achieves the ideal control effect. It is proved that the change of the active control point can effectively adjust the overall configuration of the hyper-redundant manipulator. In this paper, a simultaneous planning method considering both overall configuration and end pose is proposed to realize the detection tasks in confined space. This method overcomes the shortcomings of the conventional method that only the end position and direction are considered while the overall configuration cannot be adjusted. Based on the proposed method some useful parameters are defined, such as active control points, follow-up controlled points, and scale factors. The Euclidean distance between the active control point and the follow-up controlled point is calculated. In combination with the gradient projection method, the Euclidean distance is taken as the objective function. By adjusting the parameters such as the active control point and the scale factor, the adjustment of the overall configuration and the end pose is realized. This method satisfies the requirements of simultaneous planning considering both overall configuration and end pose. The trajectory planning and control method proposed in this paper was tested in the experimental system. It can be seen from the experiment that the maximum joint error is in the range ±0.5. Results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method and the flexibility of hyper-redundant manipulators.
